The Nadela Clan of Cebu

Welcome to the Nadela Clan of Cebu Website
Hi!If you are a Nadela whose origin can be traced back to Cebu, Philippines or if you are someone remotely related to a
Nadela, this website is for you.
I have often been asked, how am I related to this Nadela or to that Nadela and my favorite answer is "Ambot laaanng!".
Frankly, I do not know many of my relatives and I realized that there are so many Nadelas out there. Hence I have
decided to create this website. I hope to create a database to document all the Nadelas scattered all over the world. I
also hope that this will get the Nadelas to get to know each other and perhaps help one another.
If you are a Nadela and would like to help in building this database, you are very much welcome. Please register so I can
give you access and provide you instructions what to do.If you don't want to do that, you can email to me your family tree
and I will personally enter them into the database.
I am encouraged by the response of the Nadelas to this website. Many have emailed me expressing their delight in
discovering this website and many have given me information about their lineage. I was able to gather more information
during Reunion 2008 and as a result, there are now over 1,000 individuals in the database. I am quite sure that a number
of the information in the genealogy are not accurate. Please point them out so I can correct. This website also contains
news and articles about anything related to a Nadela. Most of these articles were taken from internet sources. You can
click Family Tree in the Main Menu to view the Genealogy of the Clan. If you want to view the genealogy on a wider
screen(without the main frame), simply type in your browser's address - http://nadelaclan.e-davao.com/phpgedview.
Take note that many of the information are private if you are not a registered user.
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